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TO: J. Findlay P. Napier
M. Gordon G. Peery
D. Hogg P. Richards
H. Hvatum B. Turner

FROM: S. von Hoerner

RE: Far Infrared Applications of a

J. Welch

e Telescop

In his Memorandum of Feb. 17, 1975, P. L. Richards estimated  theper-

formance of our 25-m design at submillimeter wavelengths, and he found a

considerable improvement as compared to a 3-m diameter infrared telescope.

This was presented by J. Welch at our 25-m meeting in Charlottesville, Jan. 30.

Since it seemed that the correlation length of the surface errors was over-

estimated, I promised to look into this question.

For his estimate, Richards assumes an rms surface error o = 0.1 mm,

and a radius of the circle of confusion of 0 = 1.5 x 10-4 radians. In order
to turn this into a correlation length, we assume for the surface errors a

sine wave of amplitude A and length L:

(1)

The rms error then is

= rrns Az (2)

and the rms slope is

rms(d A /dx) (2Tr ALL) /

The deflected rays deviate from the elescope axis by

A/L) / v7 . (4)

(3)



Then, for a sine wave, A = L/6, orthe eorrial: on has

(5)

7i, Corr istance between two points, whereas thaten

(6)

values a ond 0
ern then can be found from the assumedlength.

As to t:)e act.1
of our Pro)ual of Sc

radome (c y c,31L-Iodot

by ..far the I.icgest

plates (0,ND mm), and.

setting 0.015, combint

a Size of 1.50 x 0,85

ace errc.rs of our 25-m design, I enclose Table 111.1

97 Since the telescope will be enclosed in a

use the last column of the table. Of the single items,
e due to the manufacturing error of the c'urface

the offset of the plate corners (measurement 0.040,

a corner error of 0.043 mm). The average plate has

an average side length of s = 1.2 in  The correlation
length is_A s/2 for the corner errors, and smaller than s/3 for the manu-
facturirg their Fourier spectrum). Thermal and gravitational
plate deformations-are of a sine wave in one plate, giving .../L = s/3. In
total, we may assume about = s/3 = 0.40 m.for-the . .surface plates.

The error ., from panel structures (side length 3.6 th), from backup structure
(D = 25 m), and from s eflector (d = 1.4 m) will all have larger A, but they

contribute only little because of their much smaller amplitudes. For the whole
telescope, we thus may have about

0.45 m. (7)

This is smaller than the value of (6) by a factor 3.1, thus 0 should be

increased by this fa,tor. And If I understand Richards' derivations right,

then NEF (noise equi\alnt flux for point sources) of his Table I should be
multiplied b 3 1 for the "large telescope."

Actually, it would be nice if someone, who knows antenna theory and its

literature etter than I do, would calculate and plot the gain as a function of

wavelength for our 25-m design and for existing or planned infrared telescopes,

using formulas which include errors larger than the wavelength, and a correlation
length as estimated in (7).
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Table I .

Mechanical Pcrformaiice of the 25-met__ Telescope

0 e Enclosed

29

25

87

7

Surface Errors

Surface Plates

Manufacture

Gravity

Setting

Measurements

Thermal

land

Panel Structure

Manufacture & Gravity

Thermal

Wind
Backup Structure

Assembly & Gravity

Thermal

Wind

Subreflector

Manufacture & Gravity

Total Error 1)

30 km/h wild 10 km/h wind

(11m.) (11m).
62

4° 40
12 12
15 15
40 40

16

10

7

2

5- 1

20 21

16 16

6 1.3

11 1

25

25 25

70 70

7

28

212

16

211

25

25

337

OW.

39

36
IMMO

25

114_2iltp_A Errors 

Servo and Drive

Thermal

Wind

(Seconds (Seconds (Seconds
or arc) of arc) 	of arc)

0.5 0.5 0.5

6.3 1.1

(Seconds
of arc)

0.5

0.4

0.3
0.0

Total Error
1) 6.3 1.2 1 3.2 0.7

-4

1) Total error is the quadratic sum of the individual, uncorrelated, rms errors.
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February 17, 1976

MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Mark Gordon
Dr. David Hogg
Dr. Barry Turner
Dr. John Findlay
Dr. Sebastian von Hoerner

FROM: P. L. Richards

RE: "Far Infrared Applications of a Large Millimeter Wave Telescope
by P. L. Richards.

The copies of my manuscript which Jack Welch delivered to you con-
tained a number of errors. A corrected version is enclosed.

€4,1‘4...0

P. L. Richards
Professor of Physics

PLR/bh
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In this memorandum we consider the benefits to be gained by

locating a large mm-wave telescope at a high dry site so as to obtain

useful atmospheric transparency in the far infrared (sub-mm) bands

-110 < v < 30 cm . The telescope is assumed to have a diameter D = 25m,
_

an rms roughness = 10

2

 cm, and a circle of confusion of radius
-40 = 1.5 x 10 rad.

Since this telescope will be incoherent in the far infrared bands,

we will primarily consider incoherent receivers based on bolometer

detectors. The assumption is made that the angular size of the image

for v 10 cm
-1

 is the geometrical circle of confusion of the telescope,

despite the fact that the telescope is desi ned to be essentially co-

herent at v = 7 cm with a much smaller angular resolution OD?

6 x 10 rad. This circle of confusion analysis becomes more nearly

-1justified as v approaches 30 cm .

Three receivers are considered with different spectral resolving

powers R = vgv. Each is assumed to have sufficient multimode through-

put to accept the full circle of confusion of the telescope AQ =

2D 2 O
c

2

/4 = 0.35 sterad cm2 so that they can accept all of the power

from a point source. The receiver parameters represent an estimate of

4 3
the best that can be built with Re cooled optics and He cooled bolometers.
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We assume a dark

-1< 10
6

 W/Ari a

power (NEP)

The NEP of such bolom,t_rs will b

limited by the fluctuaL the background adiation P passed b

assume values for atmospheric emission c(=0.5), the telescope feed

the wider band receivers. Ipi te this effect we must

NEP

B
 (2kTP ) 2-

efficiency a(=0.5), and the receiver transmission The back-

ground limited NEP
b
 is -hen

The optical NEP at the bolowter anticipated for each receiver

listed in Table I noise equivalent flux (NEF), as well as the

noise equivalent temperature  (1\11,T) for an extended source which is

large compared with the circle of confusion are also given n Table I.

These are the minimum detectable flux (or temperature) in 0.5 sec of

observation.

For the case of a source small compared with the diffraction

limit of either telescope,  the NEP of the detector is converted to a

noise equivalent flux as follows

4 NEP  •  R

arill)
2

2 cv
NEF (2)
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For an extended source the power accepted by a syster with through-

put AR is given by the Rayleigh-Jeans law, so the noise equivalent

temperature is

NET
2a/Sckcv

3

 A
.

r2
NEP . (3)

The possibility exists of an improvement by a factor - 7 in the

assumed performance of the receiver with R 1O,
5
 by cooling the

bolometer with a 
3
He - 

4
He dilution refrigerator

The performance of these receive -telescope combinations is

compared in Table I with the same receivers on the next largest avail-

able high altitude telescope, which is assumed to have D 3m and be
-1coherent for v 30 cm For the purposes of the comparison of NET

values, the beam diameter on the sky is assumed the same for both

telescopes. This need not be quite true in actual use since the

diffraction limit of the small telescope varies over

-43.3 x10 ( Ds) ›. 1.1 x10- rad. compared with a circle of confusion

of order 20 = 3 x 10 4 rad. for the large telescope.
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It is quite clear from Table I that a spectacular improvement

is obtained by using the large telescope with only a small sacrifice

(near v = 30 cm-1) of spatial resolution.

Since coherent receivers are being de-'eloped for the far infrared

band of interest here, it is useful to know the receive

ture T
R
 which would have equivalent performance to each of the proposed

incoherent systems operated on the large telescope. We assume that the

coherent receivers are operated on the largest available coherent tele-

scope which is again taken to have D = 3m.

For the point source

For the extended source

In each case we measure T at the input to the receiver. The atmospheric

and telescope feed losses ac are assumed to be the same as for the in-

coherent system.

From the results listed in Table II, we see that the incoherent

receiver with R 1O
5
 is just equivalent (at v = 10 cm

-1

) to a

coherent receiver with T 3,000K which has a 100 channel
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multiplex i.f. • .ter bank. For smaller values of R the incoherent

receivers rapidly become more favorable. In fact it seems possible that

the uncertainty principle limit T R = hv/k of an ideal coherent receiver

which gives TR > 1.4(°K) would prevent any coherent receiver on the

small telescope from equalling the performance of the wider band in-

coherent receivers on the large telescope.

One alternative to the above approach is to use coherent receivers

on the large telescope. Because D < DL' the usefullness of the largeS 
-1telescope for coherent receivers extends beyond v = 10 cm even for

-2.71bvpoint sources. Its effective coherent diameter D = D eeff 14m at

-1v = 10 cm
-1

 and D

eff 
=D

S
 at v 21 cm Consequently, if the coherent

receivers of Table II are used on the large telescope, the values of T
-in the point source column are increr'sed by a factor 25 for v = 10 cm1

This improvement disappears when v reaches 21 cm The usefulness of

coherent receivers for observing point sources in the range of
-110 < v < 21 cm  strengthens the argument for locating the large tele-

scope at a high site.

All of the number listed in Tables I and II were computed for

-1v = 10 cm

rapid in some cases. In order to specify this dependence, the ex-

ponent of v obtained from Eqs. (1-5) is given in parenthese in Tables

and II beside the corresponding quantity.

Their frequency dependence is complicated and is quite
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One other

to be feaslo-

for v <A0 cm

this telescope

if it is assum

that AQ

negligib l e, th

Table II T_

source as D..
o

these factors he

of telescope may be of great interest. It appears

construct a telescope with D = lOm which is coherent

. (1-5) can be used to evaluate the performance of

eihcr type of receiver. This is most easily done

solid angle on the sky is kept constant so

2 5
For R = 10 so that background fluctuations are

alles of NF and NET in Table I scale as D
S

 -2 In

point sou7ce scales as 
D

2 and for an extended

or R 10 so that the bolometer is background limited,

-ame D
1

s
 , D s

3 
, and 

Ds' 
respectively.

It appears from the analysis given here that a large mm wa te e-

scope at a high dry si would provide a formidable tool for both

spectroscopy an d band radiometry in tle frequency range

10 <v‹30 et Only for the highest resolution spectroscopic appli-

cations could projected 3m infrared telescope be competitive, and

then only with e best mixers likely to become available.
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TABLE I

Noise equivalent flux (for a point source) and no se equivalent

temperature (for an extended source) for an incoherent receiver operated

on the large D = 25 m and the small D = 3 m telescopes. The optical NEP

at the bolometer which depends on the resolving Dower R because of back-

ground radiation fluctuations is also shown. The numerical values are
-computed for V = 10 cm

1

 . The frequency dependence is given in terms of

a power of v(in parentheses).



there is a practical limit of a few GHz o the bandwidth of a coherent

1receiver the row labeled R = 10 compares

R = 10
1

 to a coherent receiver with R =

computed for v = 10 cm
-1

The frequency dependence is g

of Van parentheses).

ven as a

an incoherent receiver with
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Receiver noise temperature T of a coherent receive

a coherent 3m telescope which would have the sa

incoherent receivers of Table I operated on the large telescope. Since

R T (°K)RPoint source Extelded source
_

10
5

10
3

10

1

300

60

(-1/2)

(-1)

(1)

600

120

(-5/2)

(--1)

- 1)

__


